
SAP Analytics 
Cloud



SAP Analytics Cloud (or SAP Cloud for Analytics) 
is a software system as a service (SaaS) business 
intelligence (BI) platform designed by SAP. 
Analytics Cloud is formed specifically with the 
intent of providing all analytics capabilities to any or 
all users in one product.

SAP Analytics Cloud evolved out of the SAP Cloud 
for planning product, that was released in February 
2015. additionally to business planning, the opposite 
key elements are bi (for reporting, dashboarding, 
data-discovery and visualization), predictive 
analytics and governance, risk, and compliance 
(GRC). The bi functions released in Nov 2015 and 
therefore the predictive capabilities were 
superimposed at a later date.



Features and advantages

Additional options include:

• Integration with SAP Analysis for Microsoft 

Office: This includes scan and write functions for users 

who need to import knowledge and add without delay 

acquainted environments.

• Data protection and increased data access 

rights: Used for prediction processes, wherever 

responsibilities command by planners ar enforced  by 

data protection and additional latched states (open, 

latched and restricted) are defined by increased data 

access rights.

• Predictive analytics: Implements machine 

learning to perform guided  analysis exploitation good 

Discovery, transformations and insights.

• Access to on-premise and cloud data: 

Provides real-time access to SAP applications like 

HANA, moreover as non-SAP applications for on-

premise and cloud locations.



• Embedded analytics: permits for users to 

access analytic options like what-if analysis and ad-

hoc.

• Access to SAP S/4HANA: This combines 

transactions, analytics, and designing in one 

application.

• Creation and modification tools: For data-

driven budgeting, analysis, and prediction from one 

cloud interface.



Business Analytics

Business Analytics became an important 
ingredient in achieving company objectives and 
managing execution of any strategy. Insights 
gained from Business Intelligence, company 
Performance Management and data Science 
influence company strategy and permit 
management to require decisions and to even 
develop fully new business models based on 
data.

Visualisation of the data is very important no 
matter the size of the data because it interprets 
information into insight and action. The 
approach to visualising data is very important, as 
a result of the cost of storing, getting ready and 
querying knowledge is way higher. Therefore, 
organisations should leverage well-architected 
data sources and strictly apply best practices to 
permit information employees to question huge 
data directly in real time.



Benefits of SAP Business Analytics

Capabilities include knowledge Discovery and 
visualisation, Reporting, Business Intelligence 
designing, Dashboard and Apps visualisation as 
Mobile bi
Empowering decision manufacturers with the 
newest technologies and access to 
knowledgeable insight instantly
Streamline processes and workflow with real 
time knowledge reachable
Increased visibility by providing access to info 
across all business areas
Improved alignment and responsibility by 
implementing standards and controls across the 
business
Fast ROI by utilising best practises moreover as 
a lower cost of ownership by implementing



How will SAP Business Analytics work for you?

Fast analytics & better decision making
Connect and visualise your knowledge in minutes. 
adaptation provides support to induce you started 
in form of product.
Ease of use
Anyone will analyse knowledge with intuitive 
drag-and-drop product. easy interface with 
instant results.
Large scale of knowledge
From file of excel spreadsheets to massive SAP bw
data, explore any data by connecting to multiple 
data sources.
Publish your data in seconds
You can publish your designed dashboard with 
one click to share the information together with 
your colleagues continue to exist the online and 
on mobile devices.
Data refreshes mechanically



Get real-time data with live connection to your 
data or schedule your data to refresh at custom 
time.
Smart dashboards
Combine multiple from totally different data 
sources into one dashboard to induce richer 
insight. With one click, you'll simply drill through 
the data to induce your required result.
Analytics Solutions
In terms of SAP bi, database and data 
management solutions concern data storing, 
transformation, and management functions. The 
analytics solutions is a set of tools that offer 
access to your data and improve analytical 
capabilities. In easy terms, analytical solutions ar
the front-end of a bi system, that provides 
reports, visualizations, dashboards, or data 
discovery tools for analysts.



The analytics solutions platform includes the 
following totally different product for business 
intelligence and is a analysis:
SAP Analytics Cloud may be a Software-as-a-
Service (SaaS) business intelligence resolution, is a 
access to all the company analytics from one 
place. contemplate Analytics Cloud because the 
interface for all BI-related SAP product. Analytics 
Cloud provides access to any or all the database 
solutions and combines totally different analytical 
instruments in one place.



Predictive Analytics is a tool that enables you 
to use machine learning algorithms to predict 
future trends supported your data. predictive 
analytics comes with pre-built algorithms and 
machine learning model management tools.
SAP Business Intelligence. This product focuses 
specifically on the tools that concern business 
analysis, reporting, and visualizations of the 
given data.
SAP business intelligence is a core product that 
has many data access instruments. The 
instruments within SAP bi are often divided by 
end-user teams. the primary cluster is business 
users (or data consumers): a user cluster that 
queries data, whereas not dealing with the inner 
structure of the database. The second cluster is 
data analysts (or the IT department): These users 
operate within a database to feature meta, 
explore data, and support queries.



Orane has an end-to-end offering ranging 
from Business Analytics roadmap 
definition, over implementing the Analytics 
roadmap, building the Analytics 
organisation, defining or re-fining Analytics 
processes and delivering Analytics training 
and coaching or supporting you through a 
post-go live ServiceDesk.
Orane empowers people throughout the 
organisation to answer questions of their 
data, large or small, in real-time. The more 
questions they ask, the more value they 
extract from the data, leading to smarter 
business decisions every day. Orane will 
help you to have one interface for all of your 
data, regardless of where that data is 
stored.


